
QUIZ

Question 1: What is NOT health literacy?

Question 2: What are the three stages of health literacy?

Question 3: What does the second level of health literacy refer
to?

having basic skills to read and understand health
information

being able to critically approach to health information

being able to discuss health information with others

functional, interactive, tranformative

primary, interactive, critical

functional, interactive, critical

the ability to find and understand health information

the ability to use medical terms in everyday situations
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Take a quiz and assess what you have
learned about health literacy. 

Question 4: What does health literacy prevents? 

making rash decisions about health

clearer communication with a doctor

the ability to make well-informed decisions about health

understanding health information

FBroughan
Sticky Note
Question 3,change "to critically approach to health information" to "to critically approach health information"Question 4,change "prevents" to "prevent"Question 5,change "What you should do" to "What should you do"Question 6,change "apply those information" to "apply that information"Question 7, change "comprehension of the information" to "comprehension of information"
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Question 5: What you should do while going to a doctor’s
appointment?

Question 6: The term for the ability to find and understand
health information from electronic resources and to apply those
information to address health problems is:

iHealth Literacy

Digital Health Literacy

eHealth Literacy

ask questions for clarification

pretend to understand and find the information online

avoid going to the doctor
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Question 7: What does it mean to check the comprehension of
the information found online? 

to check whether the information is written in a
professional language

to check whether the content is clear and understandable

to check whether it is clear who the author is
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Answer Sheet:

Q1: the ability to use medical terms in everyday situations

Q2: functional, interactive, critical

Q3: being able to discuss health information with others

Q4: making rash decisions about health

Q5: ask questions for clarification

Q6: eHealth Literacy

Q7: to check whether the content is clear and understandable




